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0. Introduction
In the early 1960s Tverberg, being among the teachers who conducted a seminar
on normed rings, introduced us to Zorn’s lemma. “Let’s begin with the fun part of
it!”, he said and turned to an appendix of the text. Some 25 years later, Zorn’s lemma
became the fun part of free planes as well [3, p. 534]. Thinking in terms of maximality
and minimality led to a simple proof of the composition principle for free extensions
of partial projective and a7ne planes and of non-projective free extensions of partial
M9obius, Laguerre and Minkowski planes [4, p. 53]. On the other hand, some of the
observations that used to be “obvious” became more tricky to prove. We shall stay
within the speci;ed family of free planes in this note. For this family, the de;nition of
free extension given in [3] is wide enough only when the planes are ;nitely generated.
And in that case the use of Zorn’s lemma is an exaggeration. We shall widen the
notion of free extension. To this end, we shall apply a consequence of Zorns lemma
that is easier to handle for non-specialists. As corollaries we get proofs for “obvious”
observations.
1. Preliminaries
Let I:=(P;B; |) be an incidence structure; that is P has points as elements, B has
blocks as elements and | is an unsymmetric relation (incidence) from points to blocks.
Occasionally, when we do not want to specify the nature of incident elements we say in
words that they are incident to avoid abuse of the symbol |. Let Pb be the points that
are incident with the block b. Let ‖ be an equivalence relation (parallelism) on points
or on blocks, ‖± be two similar (plus and minus) parallelisms in P. For A∈P let A±‖
be the set of plus (minus) parallels of A, for b∈B let b‖ be interpreted similarly. Let
BA:={b∈B;A|b}. Let  be a relation in B that restricts to an equivalence relation on
BA for each A and let b=A be the equivalence class of the block b at A. The relation
 is a tangency relation if (b=A) ∩BC is a singleton whenever b∈BA\BC . We shall
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write aQ b if a; b are tangent at Q. @(aQ b) shall include that Q is incident with the
blocks a; b.
It is customary to de;ne a singleton Y :={x}, when x is known. H.T. once needed a
way to de;ne an object when the singleton containing it is known. Extending the use
of de;nitory colon, we notice that
Y :={x} ⇔ Y :	 x:
The “dual” expression Y 	: x suggests that the element x is de;ned by its belonging
to the set Y , which is possible only if the set is a singleton. Further extensions are
legio; in analysis the symbolism xn →: x packs in several things. Here comes the
subcontractors share of products:
An incidence structure is a Minkowski plane if its relations (incidence, parallelisms,
tangency) satisfy the following rules:
(1) If points P;Q; R are non-parallel then B ⊃ BP ∩BQ ∩BR 	: bPQR.
(2) If A; B are points then P ⊃ A±‖ ∩ B∓‖ 	: (±A∓ B).
(3) If A∈P and b∈B then P ⊃ A±‖ ∩ Pb 	: b± A.
(4) If R / S and b∈BR\BS then BR ⊃ BS ∩ b=S 	: (b=R)S .
(5) If @(aQ b) then {P ∈P\{Q};@(aP b)} 	: (ab)Q.
(6) P ⊃ {P;Q; R; S}; bPQR = bQRS .
If there is only one parallelism, ‖:=±‖, and the corresponding rules (necessarily except
2) are satis;ed then the incidence structure is a Laguerre plane. It is a M9obius plane
if the parallel relation is trivial, i.e. an equality. I is a projective plane if it satis;es
the rules
(7) If {Q} = {Q; R} ⊂ P then B ⊃ BR ∩BS 	: RS.
(8) If {b} = {b; c} ⊂ B then P ⊃ Pb ∩Pc 	: bc.
(9) P ⊃ {Q; R; S; T}=:V; {M;N;O} ⊂V⇒ O . b : ∈BM ∩BN .
I is an a0ne plane if it satis;es rule 7 and the rules
(10) BC ∩ a‖ is a singleton whenever a∈BA\BC .
(11) P ⊃ {M;N;O} such that O  |BM ∩BN .
The planes just de;ned are complete planes. An incidence structure is a partial
(Minkowski, Laguerre, M9obius, projective, a7ne) plane if in its axioms intersections
that are singletons also are allowed to be empty and we do not insist on axioms 6, 9
nor 11.
2. Free extensions
A partial projective plane K is a simple (free) extension of another partial plane
I (K ⊃ I) if K\I :	 x and x is incident with exactly two elements of I.
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A partial a7ne plane K is a simple extension of another partial plane I if
K\I :	 x and x is a point that is incident with exactly two non-parallel lines of
I or is a line that is incident with two points of I or with one point of I and
de;ned to be parallel to the lines in a parallel class of I.
A partial M9obius plane K is a simple (free) extension of another partial plane I
if K\I :	 x and x is either a block that is incident with exactly three points of I, or
a block that is incident with two points of I and de;ned to be tangent to some block
of I at one of these points or x is a second point of intersection for two blocks of I
whose ;rst point of intersection is a point of I at which they are not tangent to each
other.
This works even when K and I are partial Laguerre or Minkowski planes and the
points involved are non-parallel points of I [3, p. 533]. In addition, if x is a point
that is incident with a block of I and parallel to some point(s) of I. Finally, a partial
Minkowski plane K may also be a simple extension of another partial plane I if x
is a point that is plus and minus parallel to points of I.
A crucial property of simple extensions is that if both I→ I+ x and K→K+ x
are simple extensions, then the number of relations of the element x to elements of I
(and K) is dependent only on the character of x, i.e. if x is a line and I is a partial
a7ne plane the relations to elements of I is either two incidences or an incidence and
a parallelism.
We let I be an arbitrary partial plane and de;ne partial planes An inductively
by putting A0 =I and, having de;ned An; n¿ 0, we let An+1 be the union of
all simple extensions of An. This generalizes Pickert’s procedure [5, p. 14]. Clearly⋃∞
n=0An= : A is a complete plane. Put A−1:=∅ and let x∈An\An−1. We shall
write y∈D(x) if y∈An−1 and is either incident with x or is equivalent with x, D(y)
containing no equivalent of x. Equivalence means here either parallelism or tangency
at some point P ∈An.
Let I ⊂K ⊂A and suppose that D(x) ⊂K whenever x∈K. The transitive hull
≺ of the relations y∈D(x) is a partial order on K; the elements of I being either
minimal or incomparable. Following [1, p. 130], some linear order ¡ contains ≺. For
this reason, it follows that the inclusions
{y∈K;y¡x} ⊂ {y∈K;y6 x}
are simple extensions whenever x∈K\I.
It is now natural to extend the notion of free extension. Let I ⊆ K and suppose
that there is a minimal order ¡ on K that is linear on K\I= : X and contains
I × X . K is a free extension of I (written K ← I or I → K) if the partial
plane {y∈K;y6 x} is a simple extension of {y∈K;y¡x} for each x∈X . It is
clear that a free extension K of a partial plane I is a maximal free extension of I
if and only if it is a plane. In this sense, K (and A) are free extensions of I when
I ⊂ K ⊂ A and D(x) ⊂ K whenever x∈K. I has maximal free extensions and
each minimal suborder of ¡ that contains ≺ and is linear on A\I corresponds to
one. It is not restrictive to assume that ¡ contains I × (A\I).
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Let now K be an arbitrary free extension of I; that is K\I linearly ordered
by a relation ¡ that contains I× (A\I). We shall write y∈Def (x) if y¡x and y
is either incident with x or y is a greatest lower bound x for the equivalence class
[x]∼, of x, equivalence here meaning either parallelism or tangency at some point
P¡x. Such a greatest lower bound is unique if x ∈ I. We de;ne a height function




1 + max h(y); y∈Def (x) otherwise:
We shall establish inductively a monomorphism  :K→A such that
(Def (x))=D((x)) ⊂ (K) whenever x∈K:
Put Kn:={x∈K; h(x)6 n}: When n=0, K0 =I=A0 and trivially Def (x)= ∅=
D(x) ⊂ I, so we may take 0 = 1I. Suppose that for n¿ 0 there is a monomor-
phism n : Kn → An such that n(Def (x))=D((x)) ⊂ (Kn) whenever x∈Kn
and let h(x)= n + 1. y∈Def (x) implies that y¡x. Consequently h(y)6 n and
n(Def (x)) ⊂An. If for some y∈An D(y)= n(Def (x)) it would follow that h(x)6 n,
a contradiction. Hence some u ∈ An is de;ned by n(Def (x)), n(Def (x)) →
n(Def (x)) + u being a simple extension. We must prove that D(u)= n(Def (x)).
If y∈Def (x) and incident with x, then n(y)∈An, hence n(y)∈D(u). If y is a
greatest lower bound for an equivalence class of x and some z ∈D(y) is equivalent
with x as well, then, since by induction D(y)=Def (y) we would have a contradiction
to the de;nition of y. Hence D(u) ⊃ n(Def (x)) and this inclusion cannot be proper.
It follows that :=
⋃∞
n=0 n is a monomorphism of K into A that extends 1I. Hence,
for these families of partial planes we have proved that
Theorem 1. Let I ⊂ K ⊂ A:=⋃∞n=0An; be a tower of partial planes; where
A0 =I. Then K← I if and only if K ⊃ D(x) whenever x∈K.
Corollary 2. If A ⊃K← I and A ⊃L← I then K∪L← I and K∩L← I.
Corollary 3. If S ⊂A; then there is a minimal free extension of I;IS; that contains
the set S.
3. Bases for subplanes
Let now  be a subplane of a free plane F with I minimal and ;nite such that
I→F. We quote from [2, Theorem 6:1] that
If I is (an) open, 5nite, non-degenerate (partial plane) not freely equivalent with
G then I is freely equivalent with some Rn.
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Here G is the partial Laguerre plane that consists of a block and two points that
are unrelated to each other and to the block. Rn consists of n¿ 2 points carried by
some line and two points not on the line in case of the projective planes. In a7ne,
M9obius, Laguerre planes cases Rn consists of n¿ 2 points carried by a (line) block and
an unrelated point. In the Minkowski case we even allow n=1. Hence we may
assume (since that is not restrictive) that I has singular equivalence classes. Then the
element x of minimal height in an equivalence class of F containing x is unique and
D(y) is a set of cardinality 2 whenever a point or line y∈F\I. Card(D(y))= 3
whenever y is a block. By de;nition D(x) contains only elements that are incident
with x, no equivalents. Let T (or T when needed) be the subset of the subplane
 de;ned by
T :={y∈ ;D(y) ⊂ ⇒ D(y)= ∅}:
Let further I be the partial subplane of  that is induced by the smallest subset U
that satis;es the saturation conditions:
• T ⊂ U .
• x∈U and y∈D(x) ∩  implies that y∈U .
When A and B are sets we shall write A¡B when there is a bijection A→ B; a → b
such that a¡b for all a∈A. A6B is interpreted similarly. We shall write I(x) for
the set Def (x) when I is a basis and write I(x) when x∈  and I is the basis
for . Then we may state
Theorem 4. The partial plane I is a basis for . y∈ I(x)\I(x) implies that y∈T
and that y  x∈ I(x)\I(x). In other words; x∈ \I implies that
I(x)¿ I(x) and T ⊃ I(x)\I(x)¿I(x)\I(x):
Proof. We prove ;rst that I generates . Let x be arbitrary in  and suppose that
x0¡x1¡ · · ·¡x is a maximal chain in F(I) ending at x. Then either the whole
chain belongs to  or some xi is the last element of the chain that does not belong
to . Then xi+1 must belong to  and to T as well. Hence each element of \T is
bounded below (each element is constructed by elements of lower height) by T , and
it follows that each element of \T is generated by T . Since T ⊂ I,  is generated
by I as well. To prove that I is a basis for  we shall apply Lemma 1 [3, p.
536]. As stated there the use of Cov(x) is incorrect but of no consequence for the
argument. The condition F(K) ⊆F(I) is stronger than needed for the argument as
well. Put I=T0 and (Ti ; i¿ 0 being de;ned) let Ti+1 be the extension of Ti in
 that contains all points and blocks of  constructed from Ti by simple extensions.
Since we are within a plane several diMerent simple extensions may result in the same
extension. Let y∈Ti+1\Ti be a ;rst element of  that is added to some Ti by two
diMerent simple extensions. Then y is related to more than |I(y)| elements of Ti.
Hence some z ∈Ti\I(y) is related to y by incidence or by some equivalence relation
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that does not exist between y and elements of I(y). Then y∈ I(z). Since Ti ← T0,
a simple extension S of Ti that includes y and involves z is all we need. Lemma 1
[3, p. 536] is at hand as the argument is developed within S ⊆F(I). Since z ∈ I(y)
and y∈ I(z) the lemma and the de;nition of I imply that y∈I, a contradiction.
Hence  ← I. Since T generates  upwards I(x) and I(x) must contain the same
elements that are incident with x. Hence y∈ I(x)\I(x) implies that y is parallel or
tangent to x and of minimum height in F(I). By de;nition x6y. Since x∈ I(x)
and y ∈ I(x) it is clear that y  x∈ I(x)\I(x).
4. An application
The theorem makes it possible to generalize Sandlers theorem on ascending chain
conditions for subplanes of free projective planes [6, p. 382].
Corollary 5. Let $ ⊂  ⊂F be a tower of planes, where I→F. Then
II ∪I I$ =II$ or $ ⊆ [I\{t}]← I\{t}:
Proof. It is clear that I→ I I ∪I I$ since II ∩I I$ =I. Hence
II$ ⊆ II ∪I I$:
Since both partial planes in this inclusion are free extensions of I, it follows from the
composition principle of free extensions [4, p. 53] that
II$ → II ∪I I$:
This extension can be proper only if some t ∈I is reducible in II ∪I I$. Since
I(t) ⊂ II when t ∈I it follows that this can happen only if t is a maximal in I
and there is no s∈I$ such that t6 s. I\{t} is a free extension of a partial plane
that satis;es the saturation conditions in front of Theorem 4 for a proper subset of T.
Hence it is a basis for the subplane it generates and consequently $ ⊂ [I\{t}]. Let
) be the subset of degenerate planes belonging to some category of planes considered
here.
Theorem 6. Let I be an open partial plane and F a plane such that I→F. The
set
Sm:={ ⊂F;  ∈ ); I is freely equivalent with some Rn; n6m}
satis5es the ascending chain condition.
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Proof. Suppose that there is an in;nite tower
1 ⊂ 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂F (1)
in Sm. Put Ii =: Ii. Due to the limitations on Sm the alternative to
IIi+1 ∪Ii+1 Ii =IIi




(Ii+1 Ii) ⊆ II1:
But Ii+1 Ii contains some element that is not contained in Ii+1 and hence not in
IIi+1 either. It follows that (II1)\I must be in;nite, a contradiction that excludes
the tower 1.
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